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Good Morning!

Check-Ins
Excitement!

announcements 
Affirmations, Posters, 

Pack Your Room & Get Out! 
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TIME IN . . .

Why Do You 
Do What You Do?W D Y D W Y D ?

I Do What I Do...
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Free Writing: WDYDWYD
Write without stopping to edit yourself—whatever comes out. 

This is just for you. 
Nobody will collect it or ask you to read it.

What motivates you and where does it come from?
What do you like about your life?  What is your greatest challenge? 

Describe the perfect moment and/or the perfect reward for what you do?
What do you try hard to prevent or avoid in your relationships?

One-on-Ones
Pair up with someone you don’t know well.

Take TWO minutes in one role.
When I tell you, please switch roles.

Role 1:
Describe why you do what you do. Tell a story that explains the why.

Role 2:
Mostly let the other person talk.

Occasionally ask for the whys behind the whys (questions that move to the source).

 TELL A STORY: Be specific. Take your belief out of the ether and ground it in the events 

of your life. Consider moments when belief was formed or tested or changed. Think of 

your own experience, work, and family, and tell of the things you know that no one else 

does. Your story need not be heart-warming or gut-wrenching—it can even be funny—

but it should be real. Make sure your story ties to the essence of your daily life 

philosophy and the shaping of your beliefs.

 BE BRIEF: Your statement should be between 350 and 500 words. That's about three 

minutes when read aloud at your natural pace.

 NAME YOUR BELIEF: If you can't name it in a sentence or two, your essay might not be 

about belief. Also, rather than writing a list, consider focusing on one core belief, 

because three minutes is a very short time.

 BE POSITIVE: Please avoid preaching or editorializing. Tell us what you do believe, not 

what you don't believe. Avoid speaking in the editorial "we." Make your essay about 

you; speak in the first person.

 BE PERSONAL: Write in words and phrases that are comfortable for you to speak. We 

recommend you read your essay aloud to yourself several times, and each time edit it 

and simplify it until you find the words, tone, and story that truly echo your belief and 

the way you speak.

This I Believe . . .
Creating a Statement of Personal Belief
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Taking A Stand*
* And Remembering to Breathe

I DO WHAT I DO _______!I DO WHAT I DO _______!< 10 Words

WDYDWYD. org
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Additional Question!
Are you excited for your projects?  What 

do you think you will learn while you 
make your projects happen?  What 
impact do you think you will have?

Listening Team
Oktay, Gentiana, Bardh, Gent, Senem, Onur

Congratulations!!
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Closing Circle

Enjoy 
the Day!
Lunch at 13:00

Please Be Ready to Leave for Home at 14:00
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